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NOTE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT
And then there came a Sunday morning – smiling at us BOLDNET

buddies with it's bright rays of hope!... and we with our dynamic

and confident selves, all ready to win over it!

Where there’s a will, there’s a way! Similarly, where there’s

ambition, courage and a will to do more; there’s a promising way

ahead – BOLDNET! It is a world of multiple opportunities with it's

members as the primary building blocks! These young and

versatile minds take up responsibilities, come together and

contribute whole-heartedly to share as well as learn through

every aspect! 

The beauty of BOLDNET is that everything we learn here is unique

and delivered with the purest of intentions! 

A positive approach towards even the smallest piece of life

changes the perspective of looking at it! The guest sessions, the

activity sessions and even the interactive informal sessions

which happen here add a lot of these positive perspectives and

keep giving us buddies a reality check to never underestimate

what we, as humans, are truly capable of!

BOLDNET aims at shaping the careers of it's members in the best

way possible and also encourages us all to 'Take Charge' – to be

stronger and better versions of ourselves! 

Clarity of career is a must know in today’s world. This is what we

majorly focus at and work passionately towards! 
....
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- Pranjal Khiste

Vice President 

BOLDNET Pioneers Chapter

Pune

Knowing exactly what a career path has to offer can help make a

choice more efficiently and also provide a head start to develop

the particular qualities required for the same. 

BOLDNET believes in the fact that – ‘Being stagnant kills, Being in

motion helps you reach further heights’! This is the reason why

we buddies must always remember to actively participate and be

consistent in every way to reap as much benefits as possible! 

As the Vice-President of the Chapter, I am sincerely grateful to

BOLDNET for entrusting me with this responsibility and giving me

the chance to work on myself as well as on my dear BOLDNET

buddies! I promise to shoulder this responsibility with utmost

care and precision and also to contribute my best at all times!

I bet you are now on the edge of your seat to have a further look

at our grand BOLDNET Newsletter!

So why wait!? 

Hop on, tighten your seatbelts and let the rollercoaster ride

begin!!!
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One can never plan too much for

anything. The more backups one

has for his/her backup plan, the

better. Hence our planning led us

to the novel idea of selecting one

broad skill for one month and

then covering and practicing it

extensively to master it as much

as possible. This is how we've

been progressing with the

"theme of the month".

The theme for February was

"Clarity of Career", and thus to

keep up with the theme, all the

Introduction Themes,

Presentations, Guest Sessions

and Activity Sessions were

based on this topic. To help our

buddies get clarity and clear the

obscure fog of career tension,

somewhat, if not entirely. 

Want to know how we did it? A

few scrolls are all it takes to find

out!!

Theme of the Month
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 Research is needed for a

fruitful discussion 

 Conveying your points properly

with your group is essential

 Have a Problem solving attitude 

 Understand the effects of peer

pressure and use it for self

benefit

1.

2.

3.
4.

Learnings

- Tanmaya Pandit
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.

BOLDNET is truly a powerful

guide and an extremely positive

space. We learned to get more

practical and work towards

achieving our career, because

now is the most crucial time, in

any stage of our life. Every

meeting is a step forward, but

not one taken in hesitancy into

the murky depths of the real

world, but a confident one, taken

with our buddies and seniors

who act like a flaming torch in

our hands, allowing us to see

more, to know more. Although to

find out, even more, we must put

one foot in front of the other

and venture out to take another

step. Here at BOLDNET we also

learn to build the courage to

walk the path of life. Every

Sunday, we have our

enthusiastic buddies lining up to

face their devices for yet

another two-hour meeting

comprised of sheer

enlightenment at its best. The

buddies' seat stays the same

but the advice, knowledge and 

FEB WRAP UP
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learning are always different, yet

fresh, new, exciting and

spellbinding. 

Our amazing cruise through

February started on the 6th of

February, the month's first

Sunday. We were immediately

brought up to speed and the

agenda of striving hard towards

"Career Clarity" was made clear

right in the first meeting itself. 

We kicked off what has been a

fabulous tenure with some

deeply career-related

introduction Themes and

Activity Sessions; like our

favourite group discussions.

It is important to keep growing

in new and compelling ways

which is why it is imperative to

set specific goals that help you

get to where you want to be. We

could see the pathway to

achieve the goals, missions and

visions forming before our eyes.

....
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To showcase our network's

"wow" factor to a greater

audience, we also had our

second Visitors Day this month!

We had a total of 18 visitors and

it was an absolute success. 

We inducted two brilliant

personalities this month namely,

Avaneesh Kadam and Yash

Agrawal. We had specifically

designed formal introduction

themes to get into the shoes of

a confident employee

introducing himself/herself.

They were about the values,

ethics, soft and hard skills you

need to inculcate, etc. We had

some quite detailed and specific

presentations in this month, on

topics like "Music Direction"

which focused on the

importance of this career field

and the many occupations

related to it. We also got a lot of

information about topics like

"Game Development" and "E-

sports" which are some careers 

FEB WRAP UP
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emerging as lucrative and

interesting to many.  

Speaking of money, the very

thorough, meticulous and

comprehensive presentation

which we had on "CS and

Corporate Rescue." deserves a

mention. It helped us

understand this new topic quite

well, as did all the other

sensational presentations we

saw this month. 

....

 I got to learn aboutvarious careers, theiropportunities, obstaclesand solutions. The activities wereinsightful, interesting andfun.

1.

2.

Learnings

- Saee Kalate
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The Activity Sessions on

Problem Solving and Group

Discussions made us work with

our newly formed Buddy Groups

which increased our camaraderie

and comfort between all the

buddies. 

The activities had us think up

viable and plausible solutions for

all sorts of problems we might

encounter in our way through

life. We were also made to work

with Visitors which helped us

with our interpersonal skills. The

Guest Sessions on "Career

Clarity" and "Introduction to

Stock Markets" proved to be

enormously helpful. 

We hope to have such

tremendous memories and

intriguing knowledge till the end

of the year and for all the bright

years to come!! 

--X--

Learnings I learnt about the vital roleof STEM graduates in theefficient functioning of asociety.
 Research about a particulartopic before talking about it is

essential.
 A problem solving attitude will
make our lives easier

1.

2.

3.

- Aadit Paranjape

 Be optimistic while facing

failures, cribbing on it is not a

solution 
 As taxpayers it's our duty

and right to make sure that

public schemes reach us.

 Dedication and determination

are the keys to any goal in life.

1.

2.

3.

Learnings

- Neel Bhanu
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GUEST SPEAKERS

He talked about the importance

of developing employability.

He explained a step by step

process on how to identify the

right career for us and how to

work towards the same.

 He also talked about the various

factors that affect our choice of

career and how we should strike

a balance between our strengths

and interests to chalk out the

perfect career.

He also stressed on a very

important point– not only to look

for a career which has scope but

also to look for a career where I

have scope.

He ended the session with 14

keys to success – some highly

important developmental tips

which definitely changed our

perspective about career

planning.

A very inspiring and detailed

session on career clarity was given

by our very own mentor.

Mr. Avinash Deshmukh

Vaishnavi: Time is of

essence while finalizing our

career! It involves exploring,

decision making, assessment

of interests, skills and

inculcating those skills.

Aadit: Right! Knowing the

skills required for a career

and working on them ASAP is

essential to increase

employability.

 

Abhay: At entry level no one

will expect exceptional skills,

but knowing prior about the

battlefield will increase your

chance of succeeding ahead!

BOLDNET  
Take Charge 9
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Saee: Also, degree of

interest depends on the

environment provided. Its of

no point in having knowledge

you can’t put to use 

Omkar: We must understand

the responsibility of what we

need and what we do

Alisha: We mustn't lose

hope! Failures are proofs

that you are trying!

Atharva: Agreed!! Failing is

the most important part to

build your career that helps

you learn new things and

build your personality.

BOLDNET  
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Learnings

Abhishek: Being consistent

in life is also important - know

what are you meant for!

Siddhi: Building on basic skills

like computing, finance,

networking is just as

important as our career skills.

- Omkar Joshi

Sanika: Accept things! Your

weaknesses are okay, you

can work on building them. No

one is perfect!

 Learnt how totalk and how toexpress
yourself!

1.

Nikita: Discover yourself!

Have a Dream! Take a Mentor!

Make a Plan... 

Get into Action!!!

 I became aware of the extent of

cyber vulnerability we face. 

 Being vigilant and aware citizens

is necessary to cease the ill

practices.
 Clarity of career isn’t just about

academia but also aspects like

how peers and failures and

confusion affect our decision

making.

1.

2.

3.

- Vaishnavi Deshmukh

Learnings
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He explained all the preliminary

concepts of equity markets,

taught us how to read various

charts and cleared our clouded

notions about equity trading.

He expanded on many technical

terms and familiarized us with the

concepts which once seemed too

alien to understand.

He talked about how majorly the

role of share market is played in

an economy, giving it a status of

being called the barometer of an

economy.

He also highlighted the

importance of having a good

portfolio in today’s era, sparking

an interest in all of us to learn

further about equity and trading.

An illuminating session on

Introduction to Stock Markets! 

His impeccable skill of explaining

difficult concepts in a precise and

easy manner was noteworthy and we

all were left a littler wiser after the

session.

GUEST SPEAKERS
Mr. Makarand Pandit 
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Tanmaya: Enjoyeddd today’s

meeting! I can start trading

even today with right ground

work

Om: And one can start

trading with any meager

amount. But it is important

to study and know how and

when to trade.

Agastya: Surely invest ,

Smartly Invest, You don't

need lot of Capital to start

investing in Stocks 

Avaneesh: But remember, 

 for investing in stock one

should have a DEMAT

account!

11
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Ashutosh: Commodity

market is bigger than share

market but you also need

more money to invest in it.

Yash: True!! Also realized the

power of compounding and

starting early in the market.

Pranjal: Study is required,

like the difference between

a bear and a bull, before

putting a foot into investing

Shreyas: So start researching

about stock markets and

other plans which will help in

future.

Neel: But stock markets,

investments come along with

many risks,. You should have

the ability to analyze them if

you want to invest or buy

shares. Also have the

readiness to face the

consequences, positive or

negative

Moksh: Point!

Now I can't wait to open my

bank account and my DEMAT

account! 

After all, who doesn't like a bit

more money in the pocket,

eh?

12
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PRESENTATIONS

6/02/2022

6/02/2022
Types of Basic Jokes in Stand Up Comedy by

Om Kokane

Process of Filmmaking by Abhishek

Alurkar

13/02/2022
E-sports Industry by Moksh Nair

Moksh, truly speaking before you beganyour presentation I didn’t had much idea regarding E- sports, but thanks to yourpresentation now I know well about it. - Agastya

Om, I never knew stand up comedy had

itna saara theory behind it. Loved the

way you presented it. I learnt a lot. 

- Moksh

Abhishek brings new aspects of film

making each time he presents and i

ts so informative! 

- Siddhi
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Learnings
 One of the most

courageous thing is to

accept your failures and

not repeat them. 

 You have to encourage

good peer pressure

1.

2.

- Shhloka Bhat
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CS and Corporate Rescue by Vaishnavi
20/02/2022

Video Game Development by Abhay

13/02/2022

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

PRESENTATIONS
Neel presented on ‘Indian Foreign Services’, explained the

role of Indian Foreign Service Officers, and also 

highlighting that the Officers represent the 

country in Embassies, Consulates,  High 

Commissions, and safeguard India’s concerns.

- Om

The Indian Foreign Service by Neel
27/02/2022

I didn’t had that much idea about
insolvency. It was new to me.. Reallyawesome and informative ppt Vaishnavi 

- Abhay

The presentation by Abhay on video gamedevelopment and what all is involved behind asingle game and also the diverse range ofpeople working on it was really new to me
- Pranjal

 The youth decides the
future of the country 
. Your mindset depends
on your circle
 Sometimes it is good to
take initiative 

1.

2.

3.

Learnings

- Shreyas Bharadwaj

1. Group discussion was very
deliberative and engaging. 
2. Every group summarized
their discussion very concisely.
3. Peer pressure is good if
given by good people
4. Try to foresee your career
path 
                     - Agastya Bhat

Learnings
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Marketing Strategies by Sarthak
20/02/2022 Branches of Psychology by Sanika

27/02/2022

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

PRESENTATIONS
Thanks to Sanika’s presentation about

Branches of Psychology. 
Now I know how diverse the field of 

psychology truly is.
- Shhloka

Sarthak’s ppt was informative! Would

really like to know other marketing

strategies and supermarkets use

- Abhay 

 Learnt to encapsulateinformation into a coherent andattractive speech
 Strive towards completion, nomatter how bad it gets, you'vestill won if you finish the race. Realize a situation and tackle itcourageously in a well-plannedmanner

1.

2.

3.

Learnings

 Professional help, aptitude

tests and DMIT reports

certainly help in choosing the

right career path.

 It is important to know the

difference between a hobby

and a career choice

1.

2.

Learnings

- Om Kokane
- Arya Dravid
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INTRODUCTION WINNERS
Heartiest congratulations to

all the introduction round

winners for the month of

February!!

CHAMPIONS :

06/02/2022 -

Miss. Tanmaya Pandit

13/02/2022 - 

Mr. Abhay More

20/02/2022 - 

Miss. Vaishnavi Deshmukh

Miss. Gargi Gatade

27/02/2022 - 

Miss. Pranjal Khiste

BOLDNET  
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 Reading newspapers and watchingnews are beneficial in group
discussions.
 Surround yourself with highlyintellectual and motivating people. Career in hobbies is a great sidehustle. As it gives mental peaceand can also be a source of

income.

1.

2.

3.

Learnings

- Ashutosh Vast

Every meeting is chance to dive

deeper into our personality and

assess our strengths and

weaknesses. With the help of

innovative themes we learn to

widen our perspective and take

inspiration from everything

around us.

It is evident that you all are truly

discovering yourselves and

consolidating your strengths.

Keep Up the Good Work

Buddies!

16



ShreyasShreyas
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CARE TO SHARE

AbhayAbhay

VaishnaviVaishnavi  OmOm  

Buddies who thanked others for the help offered!Buddies who thanked others for the help offered!

Buddies who exchanged BPRsBuddies who exchanged BPRs

SanikaSanika

TanmayaTanmaya  

PranjalPranjal  

- Shubham Shende

BRPBRP

BRPBRPSiddhiSiddhi

 Political and educationalawareness is important. Clarity of career is notonly the marks, we facelots of aspects like peerpressure, decision making.

1.

2.

17
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Buddies who asked for help from fellow buddies!Buddies who asked for help from fellow buddies!

CARE TO SHARE

(Siddhi)               13/2/2022

Hey buddies! Can anyone of you

help me regarding recording and

producing music?

(Neel)              
      6/2/2022

Hey buddies! I need some

help regarding practice

papers.

(Om)                    13/2/2022I'm writing a novel with ourbuddies as characters so ifyou want to be a part of it letme know..

(Varad)           
     20/2/2022

If any of you know the

requirements of SATs,

Please connect with me.

4

Learnings
 Content is the key, wherever youare presenting.
 Corruption won't get resolved byapplying one rule or by an
individual's efforts. We need tofight as a community.
 We can learn from our mistakesand failures, so rather than makinga taboo of it, consider them as anopportunity. 

1.

2.

3.

- Gargi Gatade

 Get out of the usual way

of how things work and

instead think out of the box

to bring a positive change.

 Education & awareness

must be given more
importance, crucially in rural

backgrounds

1.

2.

- Pranjal Khiste

Learnings
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ATTENDANCE
Heartiest congratulations Heartiest congratulations to the buddies whoto the buddies who

have successfully achieved 100% attendancehave successfully achieved 100% attendance

for rolling months that is December, Januaryfor rolling months that is December, January

and February!and February!

Abhay More

Gargi Gatade

Buddies with 100% attendance in FebruaryBuddies with 100% attendance in February

Aadit ParanjapeAadit Paranjape

Abhay MoreAbhay More                                                                                                

Ashutosh VastAshutosh Vast

Om KokaneOm Kokane

Shhloka BhatShhloka Bhat

Agastya BhatAgastya Bhat

Siddhi DeshmukhSiddhi Deshmukh

Omkar JoshiOmkar Joshi

Vaishnavi DeshmukhVaishnavi Deshmukh

Neel BhanuNeel Bhanu

Gargi GatadeGargi Gatade

Alisha SardesaiAlisha Sardesai

Avneesh KadamAvneesh Kadam

Shreyas BharadwajShreyas Bharadwaj

Tanmaya PanditTanmaya Pandit

Neel Bhanu

Alisha Sardesai

 We should learn to
identify good and bad
peer pressure.
 Research on the chosen
topic and gaining
knowledge about it is a
must.

1.

2.

- Sanika Abhyankar
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VISITORS' DAY!
The 20th of February marked a

big step in this direction,

BOLDNET's second Visitors Day!! 

Inducting new buddies has

always been one of the bigger

goals, to spread the knowledge

and experiences we are

benefitted from, to include more

and more interesting

personalities and perspectives

into our group, to make newer

friends as we go along, and

more. It's called a Network for a

reason after all!! 

We had a brilliant introduction

round and an even more

memorable activity session.

All of the Visitors performed

admirably well and

wholeheartedly participated in

the discussions. Most visitors

seemed knowledgeable about

the topics revealed in

"UNPUZZLED", our Problem

Solving activity and were able to

express themselves quite

confidently, as the senior

buddies provided them with

encouragement.

Aaryyamaa Singh - to me the

buddies and entire team, we

didn't seem like strangers at all,

though we had different

opinions everyone was

friendly..the diversity of

opinions made the interaction

more solution oriented, we had

a wonderful discussion !

Aman Verma - I had a lot of

fun today, I got to know how

to be more social in online

meetings and interact..

Varad Kulkarni - I liked the

activity session the most, I

also liked the brainstorming

and research done by

everyone...

Suhani Udgirkar  - I enjoyed

this session a lot as it was fun

interacting with all the

buddies... I learnt a lot of things

that I didn't know earlier like

solving the questions of the

activity given by Gargi...

20
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VISITORS' DAY!

The Activity was perfect in

building their interest to join

BOLDNET and to take their

careers into their own hands.

Even if not, we BOLDNET

buddies rest easy knowing we

have evoked a sense of

alertness and vigilance into the

minds of today's youth, which

will definitely be an important

asset in their journey of career

discovery.

21



Pranjal's artPranjal's art

The world is your colour palette, paint away!

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

https://youtube.com/channel/UCmmBQE
oqgSGTXz1yViyDjRw

Learnings

- Nikita Adari

Learnings  Positive peer pressure brings

new opportunities.

 Know about our career field

from every perspective

 Only interest is not necessary

for finding a career goal, we

need professional guidance

too. 

1.

2.

3.

 It seems impossible untilit's done.
 Learnt about investmentavenues/tools and alsoabout their merits anddemerits.

 Sometimes peer pressureis good.

1.

2.

3.

- Dhwani Patil

Sarthak's YouTube ChannelSarthak's YouTube Channel

22
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Swarangi's artSwarangi's art Vaishnavi's achievementVaishnavi's achievement
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Abhishek's PhotographyAbhishek's Photography

 While researching on STEM field, I got

to know why it is and will be the

backbone of the society.

 Failure is not only a second

opportunity; it guarantees that you

become 100% stronger on accepting it

and learning from it.

 A hobby as career has its lows and

highs, identify it to make it a

successful career with a decent

income

1.

2.

3.

Learnings

- Abhay More 

 

 

Vaishnavi Deshmukh cleared her

Vaishnavi Deshmukh cleared her

CS Executive Exam(group 1) of

CS Executive Exam(group 1) of

Company Secretary Course as

Company Secretary Course as

declared in Feb 2022, thereby

declared in Feb 2022, thereby

clearing the Executive programme

clearing the Executive programme

of CS and entering the professional

of CS and entering the professional

(final) programme.

(final) programme.
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From movies to books to video

games, dystopian fiction has been

one of the hottest genres in

entertainment. To understand what

it means, let's define both, Utopia

and Dystopia. A Utopia is defined as

an ideally perfect place, especially

in its social, political, and moral

aspects. This is an idea that

describes an imaginary ideal society

devoid of poverty and suffering. The

Greek coined the expression

“utopia” which literally means “no

place,” signifying how the idea that

such a place could not actually exist

because it doesn’t reflect the basic

realities of human nature or

existence. Which brings us to

Dystopia, which is the opposite of

utopia: a state in which the

conditions of human life are

extremely bad, caused by

deprivation or oppression or terror,

or all three. A dystopian society is

characterized by human misery in

the form of oppression, disease,

overpopulation, environmental

annihilation, or war.  Conflicts

affecting Syria, pandemics

affecting India and Brazil, fire

destruction affecting the US can all

be considered dystopia.

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

Om's articleOm's article  

Dystopian FictionDystopian Fiction
Conflicts affecting Syria, pandemics

affecting India and Brazil, fire

destruction affecting the US can all

be considered dystopia. Dystopian

fiction worlds whether in novels,

cinema, comic books/graphic

novels, or video games tend to

contain many of the same storyline

features. Common elements of

dystopian fiction include societies

engaged in constant wars, and

characterized by extreme economic

and political class division, mass

poverty, environmental destruction,

anarchy, and loss of individuality.

Dystopian fiction is usually set in

the near future to generate urgency

about actual current events. What

makes dystopian stories and cinema

fiction is that it is set in the future,

which makes it by definition science

fiction. However, this can also look

very different than some of the

most famous sci-fi movies. This

type of fiction speculates what

might happen to society if humans

don’t deal with existing threats such

as overpopulation, drastic climate

change, authoritarianism, nuclear

war.
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Arya's artArya's art

 There's nothing wrong asking
for help in choosing the career
that's right for you.
 When choosing a career that
is your hobby, make sure
that you can work as a
professional in that field.

1.

2.

- Alisha Sardesai

 Pre-planning is very important
In terms of career
 What are the things we need
to implement today to Improve
tomorrow
 Failure gives you a 2nd chance
and making the best out of it is
a success

1.

2.

3.

- Abhishek Alurkar
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Alisha's poetryAlisha's poetry

ETERNAL

 Performing arts requires you to be
the best in the field.
 Every career has its pluses and
minuses, prioritize and understand
what we need to give importance to.
 Your vibe attracts your tribe and
your tribe decides your vibe, positive
environment helps in our decision
making and overall development.

1.

2.

3.

Check out https://thepanaceaa.blogspot.com/
for more blogs!

26
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Abhay's articleAbhay's article
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Ashutosh's articleAshutosh's article
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 wear in your hand and control all the

electronic devices without a

remote. You can switch on and off

your TV, Fan ,lights etc with the help

of your hand and you can also use

voice command through this device.

3) (Data Rechargeable Cars) means

currently we are seeing cars which

are running on Biofuels, Hydrogen

and Electricity but all of these

requires huge space and also have

certain limitations. So I thought of

cars which will be running on data as

our Phones.

4) (SKY HOME'S) as you all know

currently there is a lot of traffic,

pollution and noise on the surface.

In order to take a relief from this I

thought of sky home's which will be

positioned in sky. Which will be

stabilize by using appropriate air

pressure also they would be having

emergency parachute incase if

needed. Also you can move it from

one place to another.

5) (Mobile Eye Slider) means a

device which you can wear as a

spectacle or a lens and control

everything on your phone. You can

type through your eyes and also

play games.
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WORD OF THE WEEK
6 Feb
Neel Bhanu
Word: Agathokakological 
Meaning: to be composed of
both good and evil. 
Example: Ravan was an
agathokakological
character of the Ramayan. 

13 Feb
Om Kokane
Word: Infatuation
Meaning: It is basically like having an
intense passion or admiration for
someone or something. 
Example: One look at her was all it
took for him to be entirely infatuated. 

27 Feb
Neel Bhanu
Word: अनवट 
Meaning: कमी अथवा मा�हत
नसलेलं (Lesser or not known). 
Example: �या गा�याची चाल
अनवट होती. (The tune of that
song was less known to me.

20 Feb
Tanmaya Pandit
Word: Clamor
Meaning: A loud and confused
noise, especially that of people
shouting. 
Example: He raised a hand to
still the clamor. 

BOLDNET  
Take Charge

 How to solve your
confusion about your
career. 
 Be in a positive friend
circle other than being in a
friend circle which thinks
negative.

1.

2.

 Professional help is

needed in our career path.

 Even the different views

of all the members on

respective careers.

 How to mitigate risks in

our career path.

1.

2.

3.

- Aditi Gadkari
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Buddy's Open Learning and Development Network

to join us in the journey of career development, connect with us

9657600076
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http://www.boldnet.in/

https://boldnetindia.blogspot.com/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmq7deJnAAxuYyqQ_E_0vHA

https://www.instagram.com/boldnetindia/

http://www.facebook.com/careersandlife

https://www.linkedin.com/company/boldnet
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